Abstract-The green cloud becomes a center of attention, how to evaluate the energy efficiency of the cloud environment has been one of difficult and attractive field . Cloud models are the effective tools in transforming between qualitative concepts and their quantitative expressions. This paper designs an uncertainty enhanced energy-efficiency evaluation model based on cloud model theory, through the cloud model we convert the energy, performance and QoS parameters into qualitative concept, and then we propose a new tasks scheduling algorithm to optimize the energy-efficiency of cloud datacenters. Our research results can be integrated into Cloud systems to monitor energy efficiency and support static or dynamic system-level energy-efficiency optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing delivers computing as a utility to users worldwide. The Cloud technology has become the reference paradigm for the realization of large-scale storage and computational services. A consequence of this paradigm is that cloud data centers have high deployment and operational costs, as well as significant carbon footprints for the environment. We need to develop Green Cloud Computing(GCC) solutions that reduce these deployment and operational costs and thus save energy and reduce adverse environmental impacts. As one of the critical steps in the processes of energy efficiency evaluation, weight decision for energy efficiency evaluation factors, whose accuracy has direct impact on green grading, can be recognized as one of the core actions in such work. Generally, the ways currently adopted to measure weight include faxtor paired comparison method, principal component annlysis, etc., all of them are based on exactly collected energy efficiency parameters, and the final result is calculated through mathematic way. Whereas real cloud environment is a nonlinear and dynamic uncertain system, containing multiple parameters, the data used to describe the energy efficiency are also uncertain, thus leads to hard description for real cloud environment in precision with conventional mathematical model. A cloud model, as a quality-quantity interchangeable model combining traditional fuzzy mathematics and probability and statistics, realizes their conversion between qualitative words and quantitative values. Based on the cloud model and correlation analysis, taking deliberate consideration of the fuzziness and randomness existing in objects and human knowledge, In order to achieve this objective, a thorough understanding of the energy efficiency patterns in complex Cloud environments is needed. this paper success fully builds the conversion model and proposes a new way for weight decision of energy efficiency evaluation factors.
II. RELATED WORKS
As cloud and green computing paradigms are closely related and they are gaining their momentum, the energy efficiency of clouds has become one of most crucial research issues. There have been many studies of energy efficiency evaluating for the cloud environment and many algorithms for improving the energy efficiency. Advancements in hardware technologies [1] , such as low-power CPUs, solid state drives, and energy-efficient computer monitors have helped relieve this energy issue to a certain degree. Although thermal-aware load balancing or scheduling does not seem to be directly related to energy consumption, the cooling (air-conditioning) in these computing facilities consumes a considerable amount of energy [2, 3] . In [3] and [4] , the main focus is rather on temperature and/or heat emissions of resources in data centers. In the meantime, there also have been a considerable amount of research conducted using software approaches, such as scheduling and resource allocation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and task consolidation [10] [11] [12] [13] . The scheduling and resource allocation approach is primarily enabled using slack reclamation with the support of dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS; more spherically 'processor undervaluing') [14] incorporated into many recent commodity processors. This technique temporarily decreases voltage supply level at the expense of lowering processing speed. Since most DVFS-based energy-aware scheduling and resource allocation techniques are static (off line) algorithms with an assumption of tight coupling between tasks and resources (i.e., local tasks and dedicated resources), their application to our cloud scenario is not apparent, if not possible. In the task consolidation approach, virtualization technologies play a key role.
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These technologies with the prevalence of many-core processors have greatly eased and boosted parallel processing; that is, a single many-core processor often runs multiple tasks (processes or threads) concurrently. This parallel processing practice at a glance seems to inherently increase performance and productivity. This fact has much motivated many task consolidation studies [10] [11] [12] [13] . Task consolidation in [10] is approached using the traditional bin-packing problem with two main characteristics, i.e., CPU and disk usage. The Virtual Power approach proposed in 13] incorporates task consolidation into its power management combining 'soft' and 'hard' scaling methods. These two methods are based on power management facilities (e.g., resource usage control method and DVFS) equipped with virtual machines (VMs) and physical processors, respectively.
Firstly, we use cloud model to express the factor's evaluation standard of the appointed datacenter style according to the expert's knowledge and experience by means of the cloud model description method in Section 4
III. CLOUD MODEL
Cloud model is an uncertainty conversion model between some qualitative concept expressed with Linguistic words and its relative quantitative value .Given a qualitative concept T defined over a universe of discourse U , let x U ∈ is a random instantiation of the
is the certainty degree of x belonging to T , which corresponds to a random number with a steady tendency. Then, the distribution of x in the universe U can be defined as a cloud and x can be called as a cloud drop. A cloud describes the overall quantitative property of a concept by the three numerical characteristics as follows: Expectation Ex is the mathematical expectation of the cloud drops belonging to a concept in the universal. Entropy En represents the uncertainty measurement of a qualitative concept. It is determined by both the randomness and the fuzziness of the concept. In one aspect, as the measurement of randomness, En reflects the dispersing extent of the cloud drops and in the other aspect, it is also the measurement of fuzziness, representing the scope of the universe that can be accepted by the concept. Hyper entropy He is the uncertain degree of entropy En .
IV. DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION STANDARD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY EVALUATION FACTORS WITH CLOUD MODEL
The energy efficiency of datacenter is mapped as green degree of some cloud environment, then there is a positive relation between energy efficiency degree and factors which influence datacenters energy efficiency. Before analyzing the relation between energy efficiency and evaluation factors, we can translate the uncertain factor conditions into quantitative impact values which energy efficiency evaluation factor impacts on green cloud with the uncertain illation based on cloud model. Take the factor "QoS level" as example, we can establish the qualitative illation rule by the knowledge of expert as follow:
If SLA "higher", then impact value "higher"; If SLA "high", then impact value "high" If SLA "common", then impact value "common" If SLA "low", then impact value "low" If SLA "lower", then impact value"lower" The description methods of the five qualitative concepts of the rule's front with cloud model in distance field are described as foregoing. Using the cloud of the rule's front to drive forward cloud generator, we can get a group of distance figures, then get their average to be the input of condition X cloud generator, and count the certainty degrees of the five qualitative concepts of the rule's front respectively, we can find the maximum. For energy efficiency of data centers in cloud system, we choose energy consumption, QoS and performance to be the evaluation factors, every factor include some specific sub-factors. Table 1 shows the evaluation standards of the energy efficiency for datacenters in cloud environments. In Table  1 , the evaluation standard of every standard of every evaluation factors are according with the knowledge of experts respectively. We use a qualitative and fuzzy language value to express a certain numerical range. From this special sequence, the normal cloud model can represent together by Entropy with randomness and fuzziness and form a model represented by uncertain knowledge. For a stochastic variable which strictly obey the normal distribution, if the expectation has been given, the conjugate prior distribution of the deviation is the reciprocal-γ distribution. Design a special algorithm; create a new stochastic variable through a random deviation.
There are several cloud computing categories with this work focused on a public cloud .A public cloud is based on the standard cloud computing model, with service provides by a service provider. The cloud model does not emphasize the description of accurate function, but represents uncertainty using three digital characters. The cloud generator is the basis of doing uncertainty illation by cloud model. Connecting a condition X cloud generator and a condition Y cloud generator can make a single rule generator.
V. RESOURCE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The task consolidation problem in this study is the process of assigning a set N of n tasks (service requests or simply services) to a set N of n cloud nodes aiming to maximize resource utilization, ultimately to minimize energy consumption . Output: three digital characters, which represents a qualitative concept and the number of cloud drops.
1. create a normal stochastic variable 
